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In mass customisation, defining concurrently the configured product and the planning of the associated production process is a key issue in the customer/supplier relationship. Nevertheless, few studies propose supporting the decision-maker during the resolution of this significant problem. After studying the decision-maker’s needs and problem characterisation (modelling and scale aspects), we propose in this paper a two-step approach with the aid of some tools. The first step allows the customer or internal requirements to be captured interactively with a constraint-based approach. However, this step does not lead to one single solution, e.g., there are many uninstantiated remaining decision variables. In this paper, we suggest adding an original optimisation step to complete this task. Thus, the contribution of the study is twofold: first, methodologically to define a new two-step approach that meets industrial needs; and second, to provide adapted tools especially for the optimisation step. The optimisation step, using a multi-criteria constrained evolutionary algorithm, allows the user to select their own cost/cycle time compromise among a set of Pareto optimised solutions. A conventional evolutionary algorithm is adapted and modified, with the inclusion of filtering processing, in order to avoid generating invalid solutions. Experimentations are described, and a comparison is made with a branch-and-bound approach that outlines the interest in the propositions.
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1. Introduction

During negotiations with a customer for a customised product, the ability to offer an optimised set of solutions that meets customer requirements is a major challenge for an industrial decision-aiding system. This is especially the case when requirements include, concurrently, product aspects (components, options, performance, cost, functionalities . . . ) and production process aspects (tasks, resources, cost, cycle time . . . ). The goal of this paper is to present a two-step aiding system with the following features: first, the possibility – interactively and concurrently – to configure a product and to plan the production process involved to obtain this product; and second, to minimise conflicts between criteria such as performance, cost, and cycle time. Our aim is twofold: first, methodologically to define a new two-step approach that meets industrial needs (for interactivity and optimisation); and second, to provide effective software tools for this approach, especially for the optimisation step. An example dealing with the customisation of a light aircraft runs throughout the paper. This initial section introduces the problem and the organisation of the paper.

1.1 Product configuration and production planning issues

Product configuration can be described as defining a specific or customised product (through a set of properties, or bill of materials, etc.) from a generic product or a product family while respecting specific customer requirements (Mittal and Frayman 1989). Production planning can be considered as defining a specific production plan (a set of scheduled operations, resources to be used, quantity needed, etc.) from some kind of generic process plan while taking into account product characteristics and customer requirements (Bartáček et al. 2010). Although product configuration and production planning activities, along with the relevant supporting software, are known to be key elements in the development of mass customisation (Pine 1993), most of the research dealing with these two domains is strongly independent, and scientific results deal either with configuration or with planning. Consequently, the two
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activities are often considered in sequence: product configuration, then production planning. However, decisions relevant to each of these activities are closely dependent on the following:

- Decisions associated with the configuration of a product can have strong consequences on the planning of its production process (for example, a luxury finish requires additional manufacturing time);
- Planning decisions can provide tough constraints to product configuration (for example, a given assembly duration forbids the use of a particular kind of engine).

Therefore, iterations will become inevitable in order to fulfill customer requirements. For example, once a plane is fully configured or defined, planning can come up with a delivery time that is too late, requiring modifications in the configuration of the plane, thus causing iteration in the process. In order to avoid these time-consuming iterations and to be able to consider product and planning requirements concurrently, we propose associating them in a single problem. This would allow, for example, the two requirements: ‘plane capacity = 12 seats’ and ‘delivery time = 4 months’ to be considered before any others (speed, flight range, cost, etc.).

As the constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) framework has been successfully used for many configuration and planning studies (section 2), we will consider configuration and planning problems as two CSPs and will associate them. As we seek to provide interactive assistance, we shall need to compute, and show to the user, the consequences of each ‘user’s elementary requirement’. An elementary requirement is a restriction of the domain of a variable involved in configuration (for example ‘plane capacity belongs to Clevenger et al. (2005) and Hvam et al. (2002)’), or in planning (for example ‘due date is prior to 31/10/2011’). We shall consequently use the filtering capabilities of the CSP to reflect user requirements through the network of constraints and lead the user progressively towards a solution for both configuration and planning.

1.2 Optimising product configuration and production planning

In a similar way, optimisation work is very often carried out separately for configuration and planning. Given our problem, we must consider the optimisation of the complete problem of both configuring and planning. In this situation, various criteria can characterise a solution:

- On the product configuration side, we should consider product performance (speed, range . . .) and product cost;
- On the planning side, we should consider production cycle time (or customer delivery date) and production process cost.

We are consequently dealing with a multi-criteria optimisation problem. As these criteria are in conflict, it is better to offer the customer a set of possible compromises in the form of a Pareto front (for example performance/cost, performance/time or time/cost) rather than a single solution that aggregates criteria.

Moreover, if the two aspects (product and process) are taken into account, the size of the constrained search space is considerably increased. The optimisation tool used has to deal with a huge number of possible solutions. Consequently, we will use – and adapt to constrained problems – an Evolutionary Algorithm that has the advantage of avoiding the aggregation of criteria and can provide solutions on a Pareto front in an efficient way.

1.3 Proposal for a two-step approach

The two processes, (1) interactive configuration and planning and (2) configuration and planning optimisation, can be used independently. However, as explained in the introduction, we propose a two-step aiding system.

Our idea is that a product and associated production process can require a large number of variables in order to be entirely described, and that the customer or the system user is only interested in a small subset of these variables that correspond to their requirements. For example, a customer can be mainly interested in flight range and cost, and not in speed and delivery time. We assume that the user is able to decompose their requirement set into two sub-sets: non-negotiable requirements and negotiable ones. Our proposal is to process interactive configuration and planning with the first sub-set of requirements only (non-negotiable ones) and achieve a first reduction in the solution space. Remaining variable affectations (negotiable requirements) are kept for multi-criteria optimisation and provide solutions belonging to Pareto fronts that minimise cost, cycle time, or performance. With these Pareto fronts, the user can finish the process by selecting the solution that fits their specific compromise.
The resulting process is shown in Figure 1 with a cycle/cost compromise. The first step can be considered as a kind of partially interactive configuration and planning, while the second one is an autonomous optimisation process that terminates the job. In order to deal with negotiable requirements, industrial configuration software frequently proposes default values or static preference ordering. Our purpose is to avoid these weak solutions by minimising performance, cycle time, and cost.

As we are dealing with mass customisation, the response time of the aiding system must be considered. A response time of 1 s, for processing each elementary requirement, is generally accepted by users and achieved by configuration and planning software. Consequently, it can be derived that step 1 – with various attempts – lasts around 1 h. For the optimisation task of step 2, the response time unit is closer to an hour. We therefore have a rough order of magnitude of 1 h for each step. It is clear that such a problem can address different kinds of configured products: a personal computer of €1000, a car of €50,000, a boat of €500,000 or a plane of €5,000,000. Therefore, if a 1 h process sounds an adequate goal for a PC or a car, it is probable that a night of computation will not be a problem for the configuration of a plane.

The proposed aiding system provides concurrent product configuration and production planning, which makes it possible to take into account product and planning constraints and requirements simultaneously, thus avoiding iterations. The proposed two-step approach first interactively respects the customer’s detailed requirements and then, in an autonomous way, proposes optimal compromises (performance, cycle time, cost).

1.4 Problem restriction and organisation of the paper

As we have presented initial ideas relevant to concurrent configuration and planning in Aldanondo et al. (2010), the main contribution of this paper is to the second step (optimisation) where an evolutionary algorithm will be adapted so as to take constraints into account. However, an example of the full problem must be considered in order to make some comparisons with a standard branch-and-bound optimisation approach.

The new decision-aiding approach described in this paper needs to provide suitable support for decision-makers who negotiate directly with customers to define what product will be made (configuration) and in what terms (process). Therefore, our method involves the presence of generic models for product (configuration), production process (planning) and coupling. For clarity, we have limited the scope of this paper to: (1) problems with only two criteria: cycle time and cost (grouping product and process cost); (2) problems that can be described on a single level of abstraction (issues dealing with composite configuration (Sabin and Freuder 1996) or multi-level planning with constraints (Mouhoub and Sukopan 2005) will not be addressed); and (3) infinite capacity planning, where we consider that production is launched according to each customer order, and production capacity is adapted accordingly.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The second section discusses related works. The third presents the constraint model supporting concurrent configuration and planning with the aircraft example. The fourth section is concerned with the evolutionary algorithm including specific constraint-based operators. The branch-and-bound
procedure that is used for comparison is also explained. Finally, detailed experimentation results and relevant discussions are proposed.

2. Related works

2.1 Works relevant to product configuration and production planning with CSP

In the field of configuration, many authors, including Mittal and Frayman (1989), originally, and later (Mailharro 1998, Junker 2006, Aldanondo and Vareilles 2008) showed that configuring a product can be efficiently modelled and aided when considered as a Constraints Satisfaction Problem (CSP). In a similar way, authors, such as Dechter et al. (1991) or Barták et al. (2010), interested in planning and scheduling have shown that these problems could also be modelled and aided when considered as a CSP. As explained above, we will concentrate on the filtering possibilities of the constraint approaches in order to provide interactivity. When dealing with the association of the two problems, significant works have been published on associating product and process design. Axiomatic Design (Suh 1990) and Design Structure Matrices (Lindemann 2007) have proposed some kinds of causality models that link product and production process. Dealing more specifically with configuration, Jiao et al. (2007) and Zhang et al. (2009) have proposed interesting generic modelling approaches that extend product configuration towards process configuration. However, these works did not examine how decision consequences could be propagated between product configuration and production planning. Propagation is addressed in Stewart and Tate (2000) and Aldanondo et al. (2010), where axiomatic design and constraint propagation are mixed, a feature that constitutes one of the bases of our proposal.

2.2 Works relevant to optimisation of product configuration and production planning

The first specificity of the optimisation problem under consideration is that the solution space is very large. It is reported in Amilhastre et al. (2002) that a configuration solution space of more than $1.4 \times 10^{12}$ is required. It is clear that when planning is added, the combinatorial structure becomes very large indeed. Another aspect lies in the fact that the shape of the solution space is not continuous and, in most cases, shows many singularities. Furthermore, the multi-criteria aspect and the need for Pareto optimal results are also significant problem characteristics. These points explain why most of the articles published on this subject, such as Li et al. (2006), Hong et al. (2008), and Zhou et al. (2008) consider genetic or evolutionary approaches to deal with this problem. As our configuration and planning problem is considered as a CSP, our optimisation process should be able to take constraints into account. Clevenger et al. (2005) and Coello Coello’s (2011) website describe various evolutionary approaches that handle constraints. These works will be detailed in Section 4 in order to introduce our optimisation proposals.

2.3 Works relevant to our two-step proposal

Very few works consider this issue directly. However, existing works dealing with the sequential association of configuration and/or planning with optimisation are linked either with studies relevant to the mass-customisation business process or with studies that associate interactive configuration and autonomous configuration completion. In the first case, some authors, coming mainly for the operation management community, such as Forza and Salvador (2002) or Hvam et al. (2002), discuss various ways to organise configuration, production, and planning activities. In the second case, the problems addressed are more relevant to the constraint community. Amilhastre et al. (2002) and Ullman (2007), for example, deal mainly with backtracking avoidance in interactive configuration or optimisation in autonomous configuration. As far as we know, there is no work that exactly matches our two-step proposal, although we have seen demos of configuration software solutions that are very close to our proposals.

3. Concurrent configuration and planning with constraint processing

We therefore assume that a constraint-based model of a generic product and a same kind of model for a generic production plan can be established, and we restrict configuration and planning tasks to the instantiation of these two models. The goal of this section is to describe, for configuration and for planning: each problem,
each associated constraint model, and each relevant interactive constraint propagation process. Their association is explained in Aldanondo et al. (2010) where more details can be found. The constraint model of the aircraft example presented in Figure 2 is progressively detailed throughout the section.

3.1 Configuration problem, relevant constraint model, and example

In this paper, we consider that a generic product can be described by a set of properties or a set of components, or a mix of both, as proposed in Aldanondo and Vareilles (2008). Therefore, the proposed configuration model gathers a first sub-set of configuration variables called PDV for 'product description variables'. PDV variables can be associated with product properties (e.g. flight range, types of finish . . . ) or component type (for example: tank reference, engine reference . . . ). The definition domains of these variables are either symbols (for example: type of finish . . . ) or discrete numbers (e.g. flight range . . . ). The configuration constraints that link these PDV variables show the allowed combinations of variable values. They are shown in the upper part of Figure 2 with black plain lines.

Each PDV variable can have an influence on the product cost and therefore can be associated with variables belonging to a second sub-set of configuration variables called 'product cost variables' (PCV). These variables (last letter ‘C’ notation) are defined on a real domain. Configuration cost constraints link PDV with PCV variables and are shown in the upper part of Figure 2 with black dotted lines.

For the whole configuration model, gathering variables belonging to PDV and PCV, all the constraints describe allowed the combination of variable values and are discrete. There is no calculus or numerical constraint. The associated CSP is therefore discrete, and the filtering provided by arc consistency techniques, synthesised in Bessiere (2006), allows interactive configuration and an estimation of product cost variables.

Our example deals with a simplified version of a configuration of a small plane. The plane is characterised by seven product description variables (PDV subset): SN (seat number), EN (engine), CS (cruising speed), FR (flight range), FI (finish reference), ES (engine setting), and ST (supplementary tank) reference. Three configuration
constraints show allowed combinations between: plane size and engine (SN, EN); engine and speed that imply an engine setting (EN, CS, ES); speed and flight range with a supplementary tank (CS, FR, ST). The plane is characterised by five PCV associated with product variables with cost constraints: SNC (seat number), ENC (engine), FIC (finish), ESC (engine setting), and STC (supplementary tank). This part of the model is shown in the upper part of Figure 2.

3.2 Planning problem and relevant constraint model

We consider that a generic production process can be described with a set of planning operations (supplying, manufacturing, assembling, etc.) linked to anteriority constraints. Each operation is defined with:

- three operation temporal variables: possible starting time (pst), possible finish time (pft), possible duration (pdt), defined on a real domain;
- two operation resource variables: required resource (rrs) defined on a symbolic domain, quantity of resource (qrr) defined on integer domain;

which belong to a first sub-set of planning variables called ‘operation description variables’ (ODV). Two kinds of planning constraints exist. The first kind is temporal constraints, which gathers:

- for each operation (Op$_i$), a duration constraint explaining that finish time equals start time plus duration: Op$_i$pft = Op$_i$pst + Op$_i$pdt;
- for each sequence of two operations (Op$_i$ − Op$_{i+1}$), a precedence constraint explaining that next operation start time (Op$_{i+1}$pst) is larger or equal than previous operation finish time (Op$_{i}$pft): Op$_{i+1}$pst ≥ Op$_{i}$pft.

These temporal constraints are numerical and shown in the lower part of Figure 2 with plain grey lines. The second group of constraints corresponds to resource constraints that link operation resource variables (rrs, qrr) with the duration of the operation (pdt). These are mixed constraints that show allowed combinations of values.

Among these five kinds of variables, only the two resource variables, resource (rrs) and quantity (qrr), can influence the production process cost. They can be associated with ‘operation cost variables’, which are denoted as ‘Op$_i$C’, defined on a real domain and belong to the subset OCV. Production-cost constraints, which are also mixed constraints, link ODV with OCV variables. They are shown in the lower part of Figure 2 with black dotted lines.

For the whole planning model, gathering variables belonging to ODV or OCV, cost constraints are discrete, while temporal constraints are numerical. As these numerical constraints are elementary calculations (+, −, ×, ÷, =, ≥, <), they respect the hypothesis of bound consistency proposed in Lhomme (1993). Based on interval arithmetic, bound consistency is associated with discrete arc consistency and allows interactive planning and estimation of production cost variables.

In our example, the production process of the plane involves six operations. Each operation Op$_i$ is characterised by the six variables (Op$_i$pst, Op$_i$pft, Op$_i$pdt, Op$_i$rrs Op$_i$qrr, Op$_i$C) with the relevant resource and cost constraints. The production process begins with two simultaneous operations, supplying Op$_{11}$ and manufacturing Op$_{12}$, followed by assembling Op$_{20}$, tank assembling Op$_{30}$, finishing Op$_{40}$, and finally packaging and delivery Op$_{50}$. This part of the model is shown in the lower part of Figure 2.

3.3 Associated problems and optimisation criteria

The global problem gathers configuration and planning models using coupling constraints. A coupling constraint links at least one variable of the configuration model with at least one variable of the planning model. Any variable belonging to PDV can belong to a coupling constraint, while only resource variables (Op$_i$rrs, Op$_i$qrr) or the duration variable (Op$_i$pdt) of ODV can. These constraints are shown in the centre of Figure 2 with black broken lines. They are either discrete or mixed constraints with no calculus or numerical constraint; therefore, arc consistency techniques allow a configuration decision to be propagated towards planning, and in the opposite way, a planning decision towards configuration.

In terms of Pareto criteria, the global cost and the global duration can be defined as follows. The global cost (GC) is the sum of all product cost and operation cost variables (PCV and OCV). Global cycle time (GT) corresponds to the earliest possible finishing time of the last operation of the production process.
In our example, the association of the two models requires five coupling constraints. The last operation, packaging and delivery (Op$_{50}$), is not influenced by the plane configuration. The coupling constraints link: supplying (Op$_{11}$) with engine (EN), manufacturing (Op$_{12}$) with seat number (SN), assembling (Op$_{20}$) with both engine and seat number (EN, SN), tank assembling (Op$_{30}$) with supplementary tank reference (ST), finishing (Op$_{50}$) with finish (FI).

The global cost GC is obtained with the following numerical constraints:

$$GC = (SNC + ENC + FIC + ESC + STC) + (Op_{11}C + Op_{12}C + Op_{20}C + Op_{30}C + Op_{40}C + Op_{50}C).$$

The global cycle time corresponds to the finishing time of the packaging and delivery operation: GT = Op$_{50}$pft.

The definition of these coupling constraints completes the model and allows the representation in Figure 2 of the global constraint model associating configuration and planning. In terms of model size, each configuration variable (PDV) has a domain size between 4 and 6, while each process operation (ODV) has an average combinatory (required resource \times resource quantity) of between 3 and 25. Without taking constraints into account, the solution space of the product model is 5184, and the planning model is 96,000. The size of the global problem model is 497,664,000. This model can be consulted and interactively used at http://cofiade.enstimac.fr/cgi-bin/cofiade.pl select model 'Aircraft-CSP-EA-10'.

4. Optimisation problem and evolutionary algorithm proposals

This section first deals with the optimisation problem; then the modified evolutionary algorithm is presented in detail. A short presentation of the branch-and-bound procedure, required for experimental computations, concludes this section.

4.1 Definition of the optimisation problem

The previous first step leads to the restriction of the initial feasible space (first graph of Figure 1) to a restrained area (second graph of Figure 1). This corresponds to the filtering of the customer’s non-negotiable requirements. The filtering system provides domain bounds for every criteria variable (minimal and maximal values for global cost and global cycle time). The restrained area contains solutions corresponding to different remaining decisions to fulfil. But this area might also contain unfeasible solutions owing to the constraints of the problem. The aim of the optimisation process is to find a selection of solutions close to the optimal Pareto front (third graph of Figure 1). To solve this problem, we focus on evolutionary algorithms for their ability to propose multiple solutions while solving a multiobjective problem. But classic evolutionary algorithms have to be adapted to take into account the constraints of the problem.

The constrained optimisation problem (O-CSP) is defined by the quadruplet $(V, D, C, f)$, where $V$ is the set of decision variables, $D$ the set of domains linked to each variable of $V$, $C$ the set of constraints on variable of $V$, and $f$ the multi-valuated fitness function. Here the aim is to minimise both global cost and global cycle time. The set $V$ gathers the product descriptive variables and the operation resource variables. Constraints link the variables of $V$. The filtering system dynamically updates the domain of these variables with respect to the constraints. This O-CSP is a difficult problem to solve. The existing methods to handle constraints in EA are often computationally expensive.

4.2 Overview of constrained optimisation approaches

Initially, EAs deal with large combinative unconstrained problems, but real-world problems are generally constrained. Many research studies have tried to integrate constraints in EA. Coello Coello (2002, 2011) proposes a wide state-of-the-art study of these methods and a brief overview. Four kinds of methods deal with this problem: penalty functions (Richardson et al. 1989), repairing methods (Salcedo-Sanz 2009), approaches that separate objectives and constraints (Multiobjective Optimisation techniques for example proposed by Clevenger et al. 2005), and specific representations or operators (Michalewicz and Nazhiyath 1995, Kowalczyk 1997). Penalty functions are the most common way to integrate violation of constraints in an objective function. For each individual, the level of violation of constraint is added to the fitness function. The main drawback of such an approach is that the boundary between feasible and unfeasible regions is usually difficult to grasp. Furthermore, it requires the definition of the weights needed to aggregate the violation of different constraints.
Repairing methods only try to deal with feasible individuals. As soon as an unfeasible individual is generated, a specific operator redirects it towards the feasible space. The difficulty is thus to elaborate an effective repairing algorithm that preserves the diversity of individuals. The same problem appears with Multiobjective Optimisation approaches. These integrate the satisfaction of each constraint (or a group of constraints) as a specific objective.

Finally, the specific operators or representation approaches aim at preserving the feasibility of the individuals during their construction. Kowalczyk (1997) proposed first ideas relevant to the use of constraint consistency to prevent variable instantiations that are not consistent with the constraints of the problem. In this paper, we accept this idea and focus on specific evolutionary operators that prune search space using constraint filtering.

4.3 Proposed approach for a constraint-based evolutionary algorithm

4.3.1 Overview of modified EA

The EA used here is adapted from the SPEA2 method (Zitzler et al. 2001) with classic evolutionary steps illustrated on Figure 3. It is a useful Pareto-based method founded on the preservation of a selection of best solutions in a separate archive (archive on generation $t$ is denoted $A_t$ and population $P_t$). It ensures both a good convergence speed and the preservation of diversity of solutions. Five parameters are required: size of archive ($N_{arch}$), size of population ($N_{pop}$), number of generations ($T$) (or any stopping criterion), probabilities for crossover ($P_{cross}$), and mutation ($P_{mut}$) operators.

After initialisation, SPEA2 includes an efficient evaluation strategy that brings a well-balanced density of population on each area of search space. The calculation of fitness is based on the Pareto dominance between individuals (relative performance of a solution) and the measurement of solution density. The information on density makes it possible to discern individuals with identical scores according to the density of individuals in the surrounding area. Following fitness assignment, the step of environmental selection updates individuals of the archive. The archive is filled with a selection of best individuals in the population and the previous archive. Finally, if the stopping criterion is not reached, the mating selection step selects $N_{pop}$ individuals in the archive to constitute the mating pool. This is done by a binary tournament between individuals of the archive. Crossover and mutation operators will use this mating pool to build the next generation. See Zitzler et al. (2001) for more details on SPEA2 calculations.

Figure 3. Adapted SPEA2 algorithm.
For our situation, the initialisation and evolutionary operators steps (framed with a bold line on Figure 3) have been modified to interact with a filtering system in order to build or modify the individuals according to the constraints of the problem (e.g. to keep them in the feasible space). The following sections detail the initialisation, crossover, and mutation operators that interact with the filtering system.

4.3.2 Initialisation operator
This operator provides a well-diversified set of initial individuals. The pseudo-algorithm below details its general behaviour. For each individual to create, every gene (decision variable) is randomly instantiated into its current domain. To avoid the generation of unfeasible individuals, the domain of every remaining gene is dynamically updated by filtering after each instantiation. If an individual is inconsistent, a limited backtrack process cancels one of the previous choices; then the individual is filtered again until the values of the remaining variable are consistent. If the backtrack limit is reached, the individual is abandoned to bound the computational time spent by the filtering. This process (random instantiation then filtering) is repeated until all the genes of every individual are instantiated.

Pseudo-algorithm of initialisation operator:

Input: Empty initial population \( P_0 \)
Required size of population \( N_{\text{pop}} \)

Start

While (size\( (P_0) < N_{\text{pop}} \))

Select an individual not finished
Select an uninstantiated variable on it
Select a value in variable domain
Ask for a filtering of individual
If (consistent instantiation) then
Update domains of remaining genes
Else
While (individual is unfeasible) do
If (Backtrack counter limit reach) then
Restart with empty individual
Else
Randomly select an instantiated variable
Uninstantiate it
Increase Backtrack counter
Ask for a filtering of individual
EndIf
EndWhile
EndIf
If (every gene is instantiated) then
Add individual to the population \( P_0 \)
Endif
EndWhile
End

4.3.3 Uniform mutation operator
This operator introduces a random perturbation on the evolutionary process that allows escape from sub-optimal areas. It modifies the instantiation of some genes on individuals selected according to the mutation probability \( P_{\text{mut}} \) among mating pool \( M \). For each randomly selected individual, the randomly selected genes are uninstantiated. The filtering system updates the domain of these variables according to the instantiation of other genes. Finally, the mutation of the selected genes itself is achieved in the same way as during the initialisation (instantiation, filtering and backtrack limit). The generated individuals are added to the next generation \( P_t \).

4.3.4 Uniform crossover operator
This operator allows random and uniform shuffling of the genes of two individuals (named parents) selected in the mating pool \( M \) according to \( P_{\text{cross}} \). The pseudo-algorithm on the next page describes its general behaviour.
To achieve this task, a crossover table (represented on the upper part of Figure 4) makes it possible to select which genes will be exchanged between parents. The crossover corresponds to a selected path on a binary tree (represented on the lower part of Figure 5), where each branch is linked to the crossover of a particular gene. An instantiation of the crossover table (lines that correspond to child) is equivalent to the selection of a path on the crossover tree.

First, the two first lines of the table are randomly filled in (the first line corresponds to the order of treatment of genes, and the second one selects which genes will be crossed). The order of treatment of a specific gene is chosen randomly to avoid the dominance of genes by their position in the chromosome. The initialisation of crossover flags corresponds to a random selection of a path in the graph.

The system tries to achieve this random crossover. At every gene instantiation, the filtering system updates the domain of remaining genes. The crossover table is initially filled in identically for both children, but if an individual becomes unfeasible, a specific backtrack is carried out by changing a crossover flag in their specific table. A supplementary flag (third line) is added to the table that memorises the unfeasible path on the tree in case of backtrack. Then, a backtrack counter limits the number of backtracks. If the backtrack limit is reached, the corresponding child is abandoned. Finally, every feasible child is added to the next generation.

Pseudo-algorithm of crossover operator:

**Input:**  
- $P_{\text{cross}}$, Crossover probability  
- $M$, mating pool with $N_{\text{pop}}$ individuals

**Start**

For (all individuals in $M$) do

If (Random(0, 1) < $P_{\text{cross}}$) then

Randomly select another Parent of $M$

Create corresponding crossover table

Figure 4. Crossover table and tree.
4.4 Branch-and-bound procedure using filtering system

The branch-and-bound (BB) method is a classic systematic algorithm for finding optimal solutions to various optimisation problems. This method was first proposed in Land and Doig (1960) for linear programming. It consists of a systematic enumeration of all candidate solutions, where large subsets of fruitless solutions are discarded by using the upper and lower estimated bounds of the quantity being optimised. The key idea of the BB algorithm is to explore a search tree but using a cutting procedure that stops exploration of a branch when a better branch has already been found (e.g. during search-tree exploration, if the lower bound for some tree-node A is greater than the
upper bound for some other node B, then A may be safely discarded from the search). So, a branch-and-bound procedure requires three tools: a splitting procedure, a bound-evaluation procedure and a heuristic.

The splitting procedure, given a set \( S \) of candidates, returns two or more smaller sets \( (S_1, S_2, \ldots) \) whose union covers \( S \). Note that the minimum of \( f(x) \) over \( S \) is \( \min(v_1, v_2) \), where each \( v_i \) is the minimum of \( f(x) \) within \( S_i \). This step is called branching, since its recursive application defines a tree structure whose nodes are the subsets of \( S \). For our problem, the splitting procedure corresponds to the selection of one variable of the problem and to the instantiation of this variable for each possible value. For example, the first split could be on seat-number variable \( (SN) \) and generates six child nodes as illustrated on Figure 5, step 1.

The second tool needed is a node-bound evaluation procedure. The filtering process is used to achieve this task. With a partial instantiation (e.g. a node of the search tree, for example the node \( (SN = 12) \) on the tree on Figure 5, step 2), the filtering system is able to evaluate if the partial instantiation is consistent with the constraints of the problem, and, if this is the case, to provide the lower bound of each criterion. Notice that these lower bounds are optimistic values for each criterion taken separately. When the search reaches a leaf of the search tree (e.g. a complete instantiation, see step 4 on Figure 5), the filtering system gives the exact evaluation of the solution. Thus, the values of leaf solutions can be used to compute the current Pareto front and then to cut remaining unexplored branches that are dominated by any aspect of the Pareto front solution (e.g. the upper bounds of the leaf solution dominate the minimal bounds of the branch to cut).

Finally, the last tool needed is a heuristic that allows selection of the next node to explore. The heuristic used is the lowest normalised aggregation of lower bounds of each remaining node. For example, if node A has \( (GC_A, GT_A) \) as lower bounds for global cost \( (GC) \) and global cycle time \( (GT) \), its heuristic value will be:

\[
H(A) = \frac{GT_A - \min_{GT}}{\max_{GT} - \min_{GT}} + \frac{GC_A - \min_{GC}}{\max_{GC} - \min_{GC}}.
\]

where \( \min_i \) and \( \max_i \) are minimal and maximal values of each criterion \( i \).

This behaviour is illustrated in Figure 5 with the third step (branching on node with lowest heuristic value). Among the six possible values, the node \( (SN = 3) \) has the lowest heuristic value \( H(SN = 3) = 0.17 \). The algorithm goes on with this node, and the other nodes are saved on an ordered list of remaining nodes (according to their heuristic value).

5. Experimental results and discussions

We performed various tests on the aircraft problem. The optimisation algorithms were implemented in C++ programming language and interacted with the filtering system coded in Perl language. The completed system was designed to work with a multiple parallel filtering system (to take advantage of using a population of parallel solutions to filter). However, in order to evaluate the performance of the algorithm clearly, we used only one filtering system for the results presented in this paper. All tests were done using a laptop computer powered by an Intel core i5 CPU (2.27 GHz; only one CPU core is used) and using 2.8 GB of RAM. These tests compared the behaviour of our constrained EA algorithm with the exact BB algorithm.

In a first sub-section, two model sizes and two constraint levels were considered in order to qualify our EA proposition. Neither user reduction nor an initial configuration/planning process was considered for these first experiments. Then, optimisation following a user reduction, corresponding to the process in Figure 1, is studied in a second sub-section.

For a multiobjective aiding problem, the user expects an efficient and diversified set of solutions in a reasonable lapse of time. To evaluate the algorithm results, we used the hypervolume metric defined by Zitzler and Thiele (1998) and illustrated in Figure 6. It measures the hypervolume of space dominated by a set of solutions. It thus allows evaluation of both convergence and diversity properties (the fittest and most diversified set of solutions is the one that maximises hypervolume).

5.1 Impact of the model size and level of constraint without user reduction

Different versions of the aircraft model were investigated in order to evaluate the impact of the model size and the constraint density on the algorithm performance.
Regarding model size, the model presented in Section 2 was reduced by the suppression of the last task and the reduction in possible values for the type of resource on the first task. Thus, algorithm behaviour (EA and BB) was evaluated on a full model or on a small one characterised by:

- full model: 497,664,000 solutions without constraints;
- small model: 6,220,800 solutions without constraints.

Density of constraints: density of constraints is linked with the number of allowed combinations between problem variables. To evaluate the impact of constraints density, two versions of the aircraft model were produced: one with a weak density of constraints (20% of possible combinations between configuration variables were prohibited) and the other with a higher density of constraints (50% of possible combinations between configuration variables were excluded). This provides four models characterised by:

- full model: around 47,600,000 feasible solutions for the low-constrained model (9.5% of search space), around 12,288,000 feasible solutions for the high-constrained model (1.9% of search space)
- small model: around 595,000 feasible solutions for the low-constrained model, around 153,000 feasible solutions for the high-constrained model.

Those numbers are evaluated by a sampling of search space (percentage of solutions feasible obtained with a random sampling of around 50,000 solutions). The curves in Figure 7 illustrate the evolution of the hypervolume dominated by the Pareto front solutions (the horizontal axis corresponds to the time in seconds) for each model investigated:

- small model in the upper part of Figure 7 and full model in the lower part of the same figure;
- low-constrained model in the left part of Figure 7 and high-constrained model in the right part of the same figure.

Notice that the curves that represent EA performance are average results for 30 executions. Two sets of evolutionary settings are used to obtain these results:

- For the small models, we used evolutionary settings adapted to the small search space: population size: 50; archive size: 40; \( P_{mut} = 0.4; P_{cross} = 0.8 \). The ending criterion used is a limit of time (algorithm stopped if time consumed after each generation is greater than 1800s, half an hour).
- For the full models, we adapt settings for a wider search: population size: 150; archive size: 100; \( P_{mut} = 0.4; P_{cross} = 0.8 \). The ending criterion used is a limit of time that corresponds to the time consumed by the BB algorithm.

Notice that parameter settings are one of the main drawbacks to an efficient use of evolutionary algorithms. The setting of population and archive sizes is a compromise between speed convergence and final performance. Indeed, a small population and archive size allows a quick improvement of solution quality, but it also increases the time needed to reach the optimal Pareto front, whereas larger population and archive sizes reduce the convergence speed but allow the optimal Pareto front to be found quickly.

![Figure 6. Example of hypervolume linked to a Pareto front.](image)
For the small models (first two curves), the BB algorithm reaches the optimal Pareto front much faster compared with EA performance (290 s for the low-constrained model and 163 for the high-constrained one. See Table 1 for more detail). Both algorithms start with a lapse of time where performance is null. For the BB algorithm, this corresponds to the time needed to reach a first leaf on the search tree, while for the EA, it corresponds to the time consumed to constitute the initial population. The EA, after a rapid increase in hypervolume, stagnates and converges very slowly to the optimal Pareto front (less than 0.5% of improvement on the last 400 s). This is indeed one of the weak points of classic EA.

On the other hand, the EA greatly outperform the BB algorithm on the full model. For example, on the low-constrained model, the BB algorithm took 20 times longer to reach a good set of solutions (less than 0.5% of the optimal hypervolume) for the complete model compared with the small one, while the EA needed only five times longer (for a model 20 times larger).

The impact of constraints density could also be analysed. Table 1 shows values obtained on these models. As can be seen, the BB algorithm performance is improved when the density of constraints is high. This is because the filtering allows more branches to be cut on the search tree, in such way that the algorithm reaches leaf solutions and, consequently, optimal solutions more quickly. The EA performance moves in the opposite way. The more the model is constrained, the more the random crossover operation will have to backtrack to find feasible solutions, and thus the time needed by the algorithm will be consequent.

The main conclusion of this section is that the proposed EA algorithm is clearly better than the BB algorithm when the size of the problem increases. A second conclusion is that an increase in the density of constraints tends to limit the tendency of the previous conclusion. In the next section, we therefore consider only the full problem with a low level of constraint and user reduction that is our ultimate goal.

5.2 Optimising a full problem with user reduction

Our ultimate goal is to associate configuration and planning with optimisation of the compromise cycle/cost. As previously explained, the user specifies non-negotiable requirements in a first interactive phase. The first step
Table 1. Comparison of EA and BB according to model sizes and constraint densities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>Percentage of time consumed by BB algorithm</th>
<th>Hypervolume for hypervolume with BB algorithm</th>
<th>Relative standard deviation of hypervolume for the 30 runs</th>
<th>Deviation from optimal value (%)</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>Percentage of time consumed by BB algorithm</th>
<th>Hypervolume for hypervolume with BB algorithm then with EA</th>
<th>Relative standard deviation of hypervolume for the 30 runs</th>
<th>Deviation from optimal value (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small and low constrained model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>272,647</td>
<td>252,330</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>11.25</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>267,798</td>
<td>252,031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>275,910</td>
<td>263,899</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>271,063</td>
<td>251,126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1812</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>284,323</td>
<td>279,208</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>1814</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>279,294</td>
<td>261,793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full and low constrained model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1619</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>297,486</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>835</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>278,399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3237</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>301,208</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1670</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>293,264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6474</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>302,254</td>
<td>301,903</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>3340</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>296,447</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
suggests that the user defines these non-negotiable requirements by selecting the required values for some decision and asks for a filtering of the model. The previous full model is considered, and the following reductions on the variables are made:

- **SN**: seat number: two values are kept instead of six;
- **FI**: finish: two values are kept instead of four.

For this model, the number of feasible solutions is around 6,350,000 solutions. The initial search-space shape (space of existing solutions for the whole problem without any restriction requested by the user) is represented in the left part of Figure 8 with the Pareto front provided by the EA algorithm after 1 h. In the same figure, the Pareto front obtained by the EA algorithm after 1 h on the reduced model is also shown. In Table 2 and in the right part of Figure 8, the evolution of the hypervolume of EA and BB algorithms on the reduced problem are shown.

When comparing the two Pareto fronts, it is clear that the user’s requirements exclude the most economical solutions. The hypervolume progression shows that it is possible rapidly to obtain a first idea of the possible cycle/cost compromises that can be proposed to the user.

As shown by the hypervolume curves in Figure 8, a reduction made by the user can have a huge impact on BB algorithm performance while AE is relatively unaffected by this operation. For the BB algorithm, reductions made by the user suppress some branches on the search tree, so its execution would be faster. However, with the reduction proposed, the optimal Pareto front is in a highly dense area of the search space (a large number of solutions exist in this area as shown in the search spaces of Figure 8). This aspect greatly impacts the performance of the BB algorithm because a large number of solutions seem to be interesting, but considerable backtracking occurred before it reached the leaves of the search tree. Therefore the search tree needs to be developed to a considerable depth to find the optimal set of solutions.

These results match our expectations, because they lead to the conclusion that, with EA, it is possible to propose, in a reasonable amount of time, a set of solutions that permits the user to decide on their own cost/cycle time

Table 2. Comparison of EA and BB on a full problem with user reduction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>Percentage of time consumed by BB algorithm</th>
<th>Hypervolume for hypervolume with BB algorithm</th>
<th>Hypervolume for hypervolume with BB algorithm then with EA</th>
<th>Relative standard deviation of hypervolume for the 30 runs</th>
<th>EA/BB deviation (%)</th>
<th>Deviation from optimal value (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2996</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>189,064</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5991</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>189,427</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12,060</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>189,697</td>
<td>189,530</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>−0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. Experimentation on a full problem with user reduction.
compromise, whatever the reduction made by the user. Therefore, the two-step process described in this paper can doubtless be considered as being of significant assistance to achieve optimal configuration and planning.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented an efficient tool that is able to assist product configuration and production process planning concurrently, using an interactive constraint-filtering system and an evolutionary optimisation system. This aiding tool operates with respect to a two-phase process. The first phase consists of an interactive configuration of the product and the relevant production process. This configuration is carried out using a set of non-negotiable variables on which the user can make choices. The second phase involves optimising the previous result regarding two antagonist criteria, which, in our case, are the cost and cycle time of the product.

The first phase is based on constraint-filtering algorithms that allow the user to interactively manipulate the configuration and planning models, and to process their non-negotiable requirements. The main interest in this approach is to enable the propagation of configuration decisions towards planning and, in the opposite direction, the propagation of planning decisions towards configuration. Thus, configuration and planning are achieved interactively, simultaneously, and progressively. The traditional sequence ‘configure the product first and then plan its production process’ is no longer a necessity. Consequently, time-consuming iterations between configuration and planning are greatly reduced.

The second phase is based on a modified EA that allows the constraints to be taken into account during the optimisation process. The modified EA uses the filtering system to prune the search space and thus to reduce search efforts by limiting it to the feasible individuals. Standard evolutionary operators are adapted to take advantage of the filtering. In particular, we propose an original limited backtracking crossover operator. Our proposals have been compared with a BB algorithm. Initial experiments indicate that this method seems to be very well adapted for optimising configuration and planning concurrently. It generates near-optimal Pareto solutions in a reasonable computing time. The comparison of both performance and diversity of Pareto fronts is ensured by the hypervolume metric.

The combination of these two phases means that our aiding tool is able to configure the best solutions and to give an idea of what they are to the user. It allows the user to decide efficiently about his cost/cycle-time compromise when dealing simultaneously with configuration and planning. This promising work introduces a large number of prospective studies: scale aspects, evolutionary parameter tuning, comparison with other constrained evolutionary approaches, and also problems grouping more than two objectives. For scale aspects or larger problems, we are currently developing an iterative optimisation process that aims to reduce considerably the time required to obtain a near-optimal Pareto front using a kind of zoom on a specific area selected by the user during the optimisation process. For the tuning of EA parameters, we could consider the possibility of an automated setting with a variable population and archive size. For comparison with other constrained evolutionary approaches, according to the density of constraints and the model size, we have included a study of penalty functions in our list of future works. Finally, configuration and planning problems taking into account objectives such as performance, risk, or quality will also be considered.
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